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What would you do if you saw this?



Go when its raining



What issues might you expect here?



What level of disturbance requires a permit?  



What’s an alternative to mass clearing?
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Which of these was installed correctly? 



What would your recommendation be?



Does this project have a stabilized 
construction entrance?



Do small sites need to install BMPs?



Is maintenance necessary?



What stabilization practices do you see?



Is this stabilization sufficient?



On a rock slope, what purpose do these mats 
serve?



Which of these is a permanent 
stormwater BMP?



DURING ConstructionWhat is the setback requirement?



Can you make suggestions?



How big does a basin need to be?



Update rainfall stats



Guide to Green Building in the VI

Which if these is not a BMP?

A

C

B

D



Driveway 
runoff 
intercepted 

Temporary ponding 
and infiltration in 
planting bed

Excess 
volume 
overflows to 
road

What is this and what is its function?



What are the applications for this material?



What’s the difference between this site….

Site A



and this site?

Site B



Site A:  Construction sediment basin



Site A: Permanent stormwater basin



Site A: Designed to Reduce Runoff



Site B: Where does the runoff go?





Site B: Where does the runoff go?



I found the drain!
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